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niques and those which may soon become available. Included are discussions of
techniques for prenatal diagnosis, sex selection, in vitro fertilization, and reversible
sterilization for men and women. These discussions are complete and medically
accurate, while at the same time uncomplicated enough for non-physicians to
understand. Blank ends this portion ofthebookwith a plea fornational guidelines to
regulate the use ofthese procedures.
This plea serves as a lead-in for the rest of the book, which raises many
complicated social and legal issues concerning technology-mediated reproduction.
Among these issues is cryopreservation, presented in a good discussion, and what
should be done with frozen embryos. Blank also discusses surrogate motherhood for
profit, non-consenting sterilization of inmates and the mentally retarded, and
insurance coverage for infertility treatment. One ofthe most complex and intriguing
issues Blankraises has to dowith prenatal diagnosis ofgenetic defects. Ifaphysician,
because of his own feelings about abortion, does not recommend prenatal diagnosis
to a couple with a history ofgenetic disease, or ifthe physician recommends prenatal
diagnosis and the couple declines, is either party liable for the genetic abnormalities
ofthe child? Could this child later bring awrongful life/birth tort against the parents
or their physician?
Blank concludes with a thorough discussion of the policies toward technology-
mediated reproduction in other countries. Included are several good tables summa-
rizingthis data.RegulatingReproduction endswith Blankagain raisingthe question of
how we can best represent the interests of future generations by making a coherent
policy to deal with these issues now.
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The AIDS epidemic has risen to the forefront of public consciousness in more
ways than one. In addition to the obvious biological and epidemiological problems,
the social, political, moral, and economic problems associated with this epidemic
have raised more controversy than anyotherdisease epidemic in medical history. It is
therefore apt that literature addressing these issues abounds. Indeed, theproduction
ofAIDS-related literature has become a veritable industry. It is with an expectation
ofbanality that one approaches yet another book about this ongoing crisis. After all,
what can this book offer that the standard writings of Randy Shilts and the works of
Larry Kramer cannot? What information in this book cannot be gathered fromAnd
the Band Played On, or gleaned from the pages of the New England Joumal of
Medicine, Science, or Nature, or extracted from Morbidity & Mortality Weekly Report
and other AIDS-related publications of the CDC, or read in the pages of the New
York Times?
LivingwithAIDS is a compilation of 20 essays on the myriad aspects of the AIDS
epidemic: clinical, biosocial, politico-legal, international, and, yes, even personal, in
the form ofa poignant account ofhis experience by a Person WithAIDS (PWA). All
the essays are written by experts in their respective fields, and, in answer to my
concerns above, Living with AIDS manages to be both comprehensive and concise.BOOK REVIEWS
Authority of the writer is usually not compatible with brevity of the work, but the
editor's effort in this case must be commended for keeping each essay manageable
while imparting the maximum amount of information. Several common themes run
through most of these essays: AIDS is here to stay; there will be no immediate cure
for it; the plethora ofissues raisedwill have tobe addressed; we must readyourselves
for the "long haul."
Thebookstartsoff, afteran introduction,with a ratherconvincing essaythatAIDS
is not a traditional epidemic because ofthe complex issues it has raised. It is similar
to other epidemics, however, because it reminds us of our mortality. The next few
essays address the clinical perspectives ofthe crisis: its epidemiology, its challenge to
biomedical research, its prospect formedical control.
I thinkthebest sections ofthe bookcome next, with numerous essays on the public
policy agenda ofthe United States and theinternational aspectsofthe disease. AIDS
has splintered more groups and exposed more rawly the fine weave of our social
fabric than any other crisis since the Vietnam War, and, in view of this, Aran Ron
and David Rogers, in their forceful essay "AIDS in the U.S.: Patient Care and
Politics," illuminate how powerful negative social attitudes have legitimized a slow
and reluctant public response to the epidemic. In dealingwith an inflammatory issue
such as one's privacy/autonomy balanced against the public'swelfare, Ronald Bayer,
in his "AIDS, Privacy and Responsibility," presents a remarkably fair treatment of
thevarious public health measures proposed to combat the AIDS epidemic. Michael
Kirby, a commissioner of the WHO's Global Commission on AIDS and President
of the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, Australia,
persuades us "our only vaccine, is knowledge . . ." and laws should be passed to
address public education and to make anonymous HIV screening available rather
than to promote segregation (including discrimination) or quarantine.
A few more poignant essays add to the entire piercing and enlightening effect of
the book: an AIDS patient writing about his journey through the course of his
disease, a clinician at a hospital in the Bronx worrying about who will care for the
large number of AIDS patients still to come in the future as more and more young
doctors and nurses shy away from treating AIDS patients, and, finally, a professor of
anthropology andpsychiatry atHarvarddescribingthesufferingsenduredbyPWAs-
sufferings compounded by inappropriate use of resources, magnified by discrimina-
tion, augmentedbyfear, amplifiedbysocial death, andgeneratedbysocial inequities.
Living with AIDS is an inexpensive book for its size and quality. The mixture of
essays is balanced and complementary. The authority and experience of the authors
are in no small part responsible for the accuracy of the information given and the
cogency ofthe arguments presented. It is a useful resource for the interested reader,
especially since each essay is thoroughly referenced. In summary, I would recom-
mend this book to anyone who is interested in knowing more about the manyfaces of
AIDS without having to leafthrough the AIDS memorabilia ofthe past decade.
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